The perfect grooming aid: natural balm for dog paws.

Our dogs absolutely love walks so, yes - we say they are always HOT TO TROT - even when they are dog tired! Green Udders HOT TO TROT paw pad balm is a superior combination of 100% natural ingredients specifically formulated to be gentle, moisturizing and soothing for your dog. We use the highest quality human grade ingredients available, the top of the line - we don’t skimp, because your dog is worth it.


Those dog paws take a real beating and the ingredients specifically combined in HOT TO TROT will help protect those canine paw pads all season long when used as directed. Use in all weather conditions to maintain and prevent dry, cracked, sore, painful paws. You can even apply it directly on sore, cracked, cut and injured paw pads to offer a layer of healing protection. It’s also great for dog elbow calluses.

Perfect for outdoor dogs, indoor dogs, country dogs and pampered city dogs who are HOT TO TROT.

Perform a Double Patch Test First
Since allergies can also occur with all natural products, we recommend that you perform a double patch test for any sensitivities before using. Apply a small amount of the product on your dog’s skin in an area with little to no hair - we recommend patch testing under the armpit. Observe the area for 24 hours. If redness or inflammation occurs on the dog’s skin, discontinue use. If after 24 hours there is no reaction observed on the skin - REPEAT the patch test and check again. If there is no reaction from the double patch test, it is safe to use as directed.

Directions
If the product is too hard, mash the surface of the balm with the enclosed spoon, dig into it a bit to and soften the balm in your palm. Apply to your dogs paw pads, wipe away excess with a clean cloth. Safe to use several times daily if needed for sore paw pads (don’t forget to apply it right before bedtime). Use 2-3 times weekly for moisturizing maintenance. Distract your dog with a treat, toy or a walk after application if necessary. Store in a cool place away from direct sunlight. For topical use only. If product is left in a warm environment, it will liquify - refrigerate temporarily to solidify.

Ingredients
Mango Butter, Shea Butter, Cocoa Butter, Meadowfoam Oil, Golden Jojoba Oil, Sweet Almond Oil, Grapeseed Oil, Avocado Oil, Natural Beeswax, Candelilla Wax, Caranuba Wax, Neem Oil, Vitamin E (d-alpha tocopherol), Rosemary Essential Oil, Lavender Essential Oil, Lemongrass Essential Oil.

visit GreenUdders.com to learn more about the unique properties of each of our specially selected ingredients.